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We first smnmarize our current knowledge of the flow of interstellar H and He gas through

the solar system. Both come from the same direction, but the H velocity is 20 kin/s, whereas
the He velocity is 26 km/s as recently determinedby Ulysses,identical to the velocity found for
the local interstellar cloud (LIC) as recentlydeterminedfrom absorptionlines detectedin the
spectrum of nearby stars. This velocity differencemay be assignedto the decelerationof H atoms
at the hellospheric interface through coupling with the partially ionized interstellar plasma. Seen

from the inner solar system,the Lyman c• emissionpattern of H atoms (resonancescatteringof
solar photons)is quite compatiblewith a standardmodel includingno interaction for H at the
heliopause and therefore cannot be used to characterize such an interaction. We investigate three
other types of Lyman c• observations which could bear the signature of the heliopause. First, it
is shown from Monte Carlo modeling of the interface perturbation that the Lyman c• line profile

(accessible
throughhigh resolutionspectroscopy
from Earth orbit) variesin a differentway from
upwind to downwind direction, whether there is a perturbation or not at the heliopause. Indeed,
some Prognoz data show such a behaviour, and the potential of planned future observations

is discussed(HST and SOHO). Second,sincesomeinteractionmodelspredict a decreaseof H
densityat heliopausecrossingalongthe wind (or H increasewhen cruisingupwind), the slopeof
the radial antisolar Lyman c•intensity between 15 and 50 AU, characterized by % such as I ,.• k r '• ,

is computedfor variousmodelsof H density. It is shownthat (1) the value of '• recordedalong
downwindtrajectoriesdependstoo muchon solarparameters(radiationpressureand ionization)
to be very usefulto detect a departurefrom a standardmodel; (2) the value of -• along upwind
trajectories is much less sensitive to solar parameters but radiative transfer of Lyman c• in the

interplanetarymediummust absolutelybe takeninto accountfor a correctinterpretation;(3) if
taken at face value, the value '• -- - 0.78 reported for Voyagerdata between 15 and 50 astronomical
units cannot be explained with any standard model, and calls for an increaseof density somewhere
further upwind. A good fit is obtained with a doubling of the density at 54 astronomical refits
(hydrogenwall), but this is not a unique solution. Finally, the use of Lyman c• intensity maps

recordedat largedistances(30 - 50 AU) is considered.The shapeof the map is differentwhen a
hydrogen wall is present, and this method is less prone to instrumental drift and solar Lyman c•
changesthan the preceding one. The first method works whatever is the distance of the heliopause,
whereas the two others require observationsfrom upwind region, not too far from the hellopause

(a few tensof astronomicalunits at most).
1. INTRODUCTION

emission(the upwinddirection);in the downwinddirection,

the ionization cavity carved by the sun is partially filled becauseof the high temperature of the interstellar gas.
The useof a Hydrogenabsorptioncell on Prognoz5 and 6
of the Sun in respectto the surroundinginterstellar mateallowed to analyze the interplanetary Lyman a spectral line
rial. Through resonancescattering of solar photons at H
Lyman a (121.6 nm) and He I 58.4 nm, one can observe width and position, and to derive the temperature Too =

The flow of H and He atoms through the solar system,

cal]ed the interstellar wind, is a result of the relative motion

these atoms at a solar distance of •

0.5 to a few astronom-

ical units from spacecraftin Earth's orbit or cruising the
inner solar system. This "interstellar glow" was predicted

by Blare and Fahr [1970]and measuredfor the first time
in 1970 [Bertauxand Blareout,1971; Thomasand Krassa,
1971].H atomsarestronglyionizedby chargeexchange
with
solarwind protons(the newlycreatedneutralis sofast that
it is no longerilluminatedby the solarLyman a line) and
by EUV solarradiation(A < 91.2nm), whichaccounts
for
about 20 % of the total ionization.The sky Lyman a pattern as observed from 1 astronomical

unit is characterized

by a smoothvariation betweena wide maximumregionof
intensity • 600 R and a minimum region in the opposite
direction of about 200 R. The obviousinterpretation is that
the interstellar wind is comingfrom the regionof maximum
Copyright 1993 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 93JA01180.
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8000 :k 1000 K and the velocityVoo= 20 km/s of the interplanetaryH gasflow [Bertauxet al., 1985].The upwind
intensity was compatible with a density "at infinity" noo =
0.065 cm -s .

The direction of the incoming H flow was found to be
identical to the axis of the helium cone, present downwind
as a result of gravitational focusing: ecliptic longitude A =

254 4- 3ø, eclipticlatitude /• = 7 4- 3ø, that is to say near
the eclipticplaneand (by coincidence)
near the directionof
the galactic center.
Since the local interstellar matter is likely to be partially
ionized, the plasma flow of the interstellar wind will interact with the solar wind plasma, with possiblya heliopause

separatingthe two plasmas(Figure 1). The noseof the
heliopause, or the nearest point of interstellar matter unperturbed by the heliosphereis to be found in the direction
of the incoming interstellar wind. For further details on
the modelingof the heliosphericinterface, see,for example,

Holzer[1989],Barahoyet al. [1991]and Osterbartand Fahr
[1992].
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Observatoirede Haute Provence(France),and derivedthe
velocity vector of VL,c of the local cloud, strongly confirmed
by oneHubble Space Telescopeobservationby Linsky et al.

[1992].Thedirection
ofl?L,c
motion
of theLIC respective
to the sun, (A = 74.9 + 30, /• =-7.8 + 3ø), is nearlythe
INTERSTELLAR
WIND

26 km/s

same as the direction of Voo,adding a new evidencethat the
detected

•'

cloud was the local interstellar

cloud.

For further

details,seeBertin et al. [thisissue].
However,the velocitywas found to be 25.7 q- I km/s,
differentfrom the 20 + I km/s observedfor H in the solar system. But at the sametime, Witte et al. [1992]reported their Ulyssesmeasurementsof the flow of He atoms
near Jupiter, by direct detection of impact of He atoms on

ELS=bow shock

HP--HELIOPAUSE
SWS:solar

wind shock

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the heliospheric interface. Neutral
helium is unaffected while flowing through the diverted and decelerated plasma, as shown by the equality of velocity and ternperature in the local cloud and within the heliosphere. Neutral H
atoms distribution is likely to be affected by the plasma through

a litium fluoridetarget. See Witte et al. [1992]for a detailed description of this new technique. They found that
the hehum flow through the solarsystemis characterizedby

a velocity
vector
l•., (A= 72q-2.4ø,/•=- 2.5q-2.7ø)anda
modulus
of25.9km/• thatistosaya vector
withthesame

velocity modulus as Vn•c and nearly the same direction.
Therefore two things can now be concludedß
1. The helium flow in the solar system is identical to
chargeexchangewith H+ , and decelerated.
the motion of the LIC, proving that Hebron atoms are not
decelerated at the hehosphericinterface.
2. If one refers to the most precise measurementof its
As suggestedby Wallis [1975], the interstellarplasma
(mainly protonsand electrons)may be deceleratedand de- velocity, the hydrogenflow is found to be deceleratedby

viatedbytheheliospheric
obstacle
(Figure1), andbyH-H+

about 6 km/s, provingthe existenceof a stronginteraction

resonancecharge exchange, the H neutrals are somewhat
coupled to the plasma. As a result, we do not know if the
H parameters derived from Lyman a observation in the in-

near the heliopause.
The mere fact that the H flow inside the solar system

her heliosphere
(noo,Too,Voo)are the interstellarvaluesout

an important clue to the effect of the heliosphericinterface,
and in a sensethis was recognizeda long time ago, when

is found at 20 km/s instead of 26 km/s for Helium gives

of the heliosphere,or if they represent only the gas inside
the heliosphere, after modifications at the hehosphericinterface. On the contrary, neutral helium is very unlikely to

ments of He 58.4 nm emission,a helium velocity of 27 q- 3

be affectedby the plasma(Figure 1).

km/s. However,they had alsofound a rather large temper-

Several models of the neutral H interaction with the plasma at the interface have been presen..ted
and someof them
predict a decrease of the density, a decrease of the velocity and some heating. The caseof a subcritical interstellar

ature of He, not confirmed by Ulysses measurements, and

Dalaudier et al. [1984]had found, from optical measure-

Chassefigre
et al. [1988]had givenanotherinterpretationof
the same measurements,in which the He velocity necessary

to fit the opticaldata couldbe pusheddownto 20 kin/s, if
flow has beenconsidered
by Fahr and Ripken[1984], Os- the exciting solar line wasitself strongly shifted. In fact, opterbartand Fahr [1992],whereasin the caseof a supersonic tical measurements of He do suffer from a lack of accurate
knowledgeof the solar hne, and the recent Ulyssesdirect
measurementsput an end to this controversy.
In this paper, we examine how Lyman c• measurements
Different ways to infer quantitative estimates of the neucould
bring more information on the distant region of intral H perturbations(mainly the deceleration)have been
considered, as the comparison between the neutral solar teraction, near the heliopause. As seen from the inner sosystem H and He velocities. One way is the comparison lar system, the Lyman c• intensity pattern can be perfectly
betweenthe "external" H velocity(the local interstellargas representedby a standard "hot model," with no need to intwo-shock model a Monte Carlo simulation of H atom trajec-

torieswasperformed[Malama,1991;Barahoyet al., 1991].

velocity),andthe "internal"solarsytemvelocity[Lallement voke anythingspecialat the hehopause(with the inclusion
et al, 1986]. The localinterstellarcloud(LIC) is the name of some variations of the solar wind ionization rate with
given to the particular parcel of interstellar gasin which the latitude). But there are other types of measurements,
eisun is presentlymoving. Interstellar cloudscan be detected
from their absorptionlines recordedin high-resolutionspectra of various stars, but up to now it had been impossible
to tell if one particular observedabsorption was due to the
LIC or was due to a cloud further away, between the Sun

ther with a refined analysis of the spectral profile of the
backscattered Lyman c• hne, or intensity measurements at
large heliocentricdistances,which may carry the imprint of
the interaction near the hehopause.
In the first section we review recent studieson the spectral

and the target star (or embeddingthe targetstar), because signatureof the heliosphericperturbationsin the hydrogen
of the complexityof the local gas [Lallementet al., 1986, glow. In particular, Monte Carlo simulations of H atoms
1990]. But, finally,the wholesubjectbecamesuddenlymuch trajectories, when taking into account the interaction with
the interstellar and solar plasmas before entering the heliosphere,and the resulting Lyman a line shapespredicted
of the LIC [Lallementand Bertin, 1992]. They analyzed to be observed from I astronomical unit, show that these
a series of ground-basedhigh-resolutionspectra of nearby Lyman r• hne shapeshave some peculiarities which do not
stars emcmnpassinga wide portion of the sky, obtained at appear in simple hot modelswithout interface. Indeed, aclessspeculative sincethe recent use of northern hemisphere
high-quality observationswhich have led to the detection
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curate line shapemeasurements
could bear the signatureof
the heliosphericinterface.
In the secondsection we analyze the behavior of antisolar
Lyman c• intensity measurementsas a function of the heliocentric distance r, in both downwind and upwind directions.
It is shown that downwind observationsgive a poor diag-

nostic,becausethe effectof ionizationcan changein a large
range the radial dependenceof the intensity, whereas upwind, an increaseof densitywhengoingoutsideseemsto fit
Voyagerobservationspresentedby Gant7opadhgtagt
and Judt7e

[1992]. A full modelincludingradiativetransferof Lyman
a in the interplanetary spacewas build for this purpose.
In the third sectionwe examine the possibilityto detect
an increaseof density from a sky map obtained at a large
distance

(30 or 45 astronomical
units)but still beforeenteringthe
region of increaseddensity. Here again, a full model including the radiative transfer was used, which is absolutely
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Lallement[1990]. The discrepancies
betweenthe upwind
and downwindobservationssuggestthat the red part of the
downwindline (reflectingH atoms leaving the heliospheric

cavity with the highestvelocity)is enhancedwith respect
to what is expected from upwind profiles. This discrepancy has been attributed to different types of physical pro-

cesses.The mostprobablereasonsare; (1) departuresfrom
an homogeneousflow due to the hehosphericinterface per-

turbations;(2) multiplescatteringof Lymant• photons;(3)
time-dependent effects.
While in any casefull radiative transfer line profile calculations and time-dependenceinclusion are certainly neces-

sary improvementsof the models(indeed,radiativetransfer
codeshave already been proven to changesignificantlyat
least the intensity field, as shown in section 3, the first explanation appears as the most appropriate, as we will show
below.

necessaryto make correct predictions.

2.2. Quantitative Estimates of L•trnano• Line Profiles
Variations Induced by HellosphericInterface
2. LYMAN a LINE PROFILES
One could imagine at first sight that the hydrogen flow
2.1. Line Profiles in the Case of an HomogeneousFlow: having crossedthe heliosphericinterface is characterizedby
Sensitivity to Interstellar and Solar Parameters
a new distribution function, by comparison with the unAt present(and within the next decade),UV spectrome- perturbed interstellar conditions, and that the first orders
ters with a high enoughresolutionto measurethe shape and moments n, V, T of this distribution would be the same for
the Dopplershift of the Lymana linesare (or will be) orbit- the rather small volume of gas illuminated by the Sun and
ing the Earth or within 2 astronomicalunits, and then we contributing to the glow. In this case,one shouldbe able to
will concentrate on the characteristics of the lines as viewed
determine these parameters n, V, T with the help of a clasfrom 1 astronomical unit. So close to the Sun, hydrogen sical homogeneousflow model without interface; simply the
atoms are significantly affected by solar gravitation, radia- derivedvalueswouldapply to the postinterface
gas(and not
tion pressure,and ionization, and the determination of the to the initial interstellarflow), and we wouldhave no sign
interstellar velocity Voo and temperature Too far from the at all of the initial conditionsby looking at hydrogen only.
This is not true, for the very simple reason that the gas
sun, (maybealreadyaffectedby the interface),suffersfrom
this complication, Within a few astronomicalunits, the bulk which is detected along the stagnation hue on the upwind
velocity is spatially dependent, and, due to the solar cycle side and the gas which is detected on the downwind axis
radiation and solar wind changes,it also varies with time. do not come from the same direction: they have crossed
Resulting line profiles variations have been studied in the the interface in different regionscharacterizedby different
case of homogeneousflows approachingthe Sun and opti- plas•na properties, and then have started far from the Sun

cally thin radiation field [Wu and Judge,1980; Lallement
et al., 1985]. The main solareffectremainsthe one of the
It parameter(ratio of Lyman a radiationpressureto gravitation). In the caseof high, respectivelylow, solarLyman

with differentdistributionfunctions(Figure 1). In other

ionizationprocesses
(fast atoms,spendinglesstime near the
sun, are lessionized).

ing neutralshad beforeapproaching
the sun [Lallernentand
Bertauac,
1990]. This givesa naturalexplanationto the up-

Fortunately, when using profiles measuredtoward different directions,it is possibleto disentanglethe profile characteristics related to It from those related to the interstellar

wind to downwind profiles discrepanciesdiscussed above,
provided the hydrogen distribution is significantly affected

parameters
• (v•elocity)
andT (temperature)
farfromthe

To quantify this effect, which has the interesting property of being independentof the distance to the heliopause

words, while they are at the same time rather close to the
Sun in a small region, their history is different. This is due
to the "umbrella effect" of the sun: schematically, H atoms
a flux, H atoms are decelerated,respectivelyaccelerated, able to reach the middle of the downwind cavity can not
when approaching the Sun and then return to their initial
come directly from the stagnationaxis, sincethey would
velocity when moving away on the downwind side. It is inhave been ionized by the Sun, they come from the "sides,"
teresting to note that, even in the simple case where It is and they have crossedthe flanks of the interface,where the
equal to 1 i.e., radiation pressurebalances gravitation, if plasma is less decelerated and heated. It results that, deall trajectories are straight fines with constant velocity for pending on the direction the Lyman t• emissioncomesfrom,
each atom, the bulk velocity is significantly changed both
one probesdifferentinitial propertiesof the emitting neuin modulus and direction due to selectioneffectsduring the trals, i.e., different distribution characteristics the scatter-

Sun and to measuretheseparametersindependently,as was
done with the already mentionedhydrogencell experiments.
This classicalmodeling of the Lyman a emissionprofile
however,failed to explain the angular evolution of the emission profile when turning the direction of sight towards the
downwind side as observedwith Prognoz H absorptioncell

by the interface.

and the shock(s),two differentapproaches
havebeenused.
The first way is to start with an empirical inhomogeneous
H distribution far frownthe Sun, for which the velocity and
temperature vary with the distanceto the stagnation hue, to

modelalltheflowtubesaccordi•ng
to thisdistribution,
and

in 1976-1977[Bertaux et al., !985]. For more details see vary the initial distribution of Voo and Too to fit the data.
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The secondway reheson the computation of the upwind and and observed absorption rates by the H cell are displayed
downwind line profilesfor a full modelhugof plasma inter- alonga scanplane perpendicularto the eclipticand nearly
face and neutral H flow through the interface. This second parallel to the flow. Also, there is a range of directionsapproach requires an already fully developed plasma model. of-sight,not shownhere,for whichsignificantdiscrepancies
We will now describethese two approaches.
remain. Then probably this kind of modehugis quantitaAs we said, the H cell downwind observationsof Prognoz tively too crude and someother effectsare present.
suggestthat the red part of the downwindline is enhanced
The secondapproachis the use of the Baranov interface
with respect to what is expected from upwind profiles. The
model[Malama,1991;Barahoyet al., 1991],coupledwith a
existenceof faster atoms is in agreementwith the hypoth- Monte-Carlo simulation of the neutrals flow through the inesis that H is deceleratedmostly along the stagnation line, terface[Malama,1991],to derivethe Lymanc•hueprofilesas
while atoms seen downwind have flown further away from
observedfrom the inner solar system. The main idea was to
this line and are lessdecelerated.Qudmeraiset al. [1992] quantify the upwind-downwindhue profilesevolutionalpathave empirically modeled an axisymmetric hydrogendistri- tern and to compare this angular evolutional pattern with
bution whith the followingcharacteristics:far from the Sun, the no-interfacecase[Lallementet al., 1992]. As a matter
the initial bulk velocity and temperature is a function of the of fact, this is an observablequantity. In Figure 3 is shown
distance to the stagnation hue, as would result from the
the upwind emissionhue profileresultingfrom the Baranovcoupling with an axisymmetric plasma interface. Then all Malama model. For more clarity we show a casewhere the
atoms are followed during their travel through the heho- interstellar proton density has the rather high value of 0.2
spheric cavity, where they interact with the supersonicsolar cm-a. A classical
homogeneous
modelprofileis alsoshown,
wind only. Resulting hue profilesare computed, as well as for which interstellar parametershave been adjusted to prothe degreeof absorptionby a hydrogencell, and the results duce exactly the same profile as in the presenceof the inare cronpared with observedPrognoz absorption rates. A
terface. The two corresponding
downwindprofiles,at 180ø
systematic search for the velocity and temperature depen- from the previousdirection, are shownin the same Figure.
denceson the distanceto the stagnationhues which remove The profile which resultsfrom the full interfacemodelhugis
the best the previoushomogeneousmodel discrepancies,is very different from the "classicalprofile" with no interface.
then performed.
In this particular caseusedfor demonstrationthe neutral H

The resultsare interestingin the followingway: they show
that, in order to fit the data, one has to increase the temperature and decreasethe bulk velocityalongthe stagnation
line, and inversely to decreaseT•o and increase V•o on the
"sides". This correspondsqualitatively with the expected
modifications due to the physicalprocessesat the interface.

However,quantitatively,the requiredvelocityand temperature modifications,are probablytoo large to be taken as real
local values. As an example, the velocity decreaseis of 16
km/s in the exampleshownin Figure2, wherethe expected

1.00

ß
!' '

,

is deceleratedby 13 km/s (from 29 to 16 km/s) alongthe
stagnationaxis, while heatedfrom 7600 K up to 12000 K.
Along the sides,the velocityand temperatureare lessmodified, being 21 km/s, and 9000 K respectively.Of course,
the variations decreasewith the interstellar plasma density,

but it is interestingto note that there is still a detectable

differencefor 0.02 cm-a, whichis a reasonable
value. This
provesthat the umbrella effectis really significant,namely
that even if the emitting H is confinedwithin a rather small
volume close to the sun, it comesfrom different portions of
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Fig. 2. This figure is adapted from Qudmeraiset al. [1992]. Absorptionsby the prognozH cell are best fitted
by an inhomogeneous
hydrogenflow enteringthe hellosphere,with slowerand warmeratomsalongthe stagnation
line, as compared with a classicalhomogeneousflow far t¾omthe Sun. The data of session1 were obtained for an

Earth eclipticlongitudeof 110 in a scanplaneperpendicularto the Earth-Sunaxis. The originof the scanangle
is deftnedby the intersectionof the scaa•plaamwith the eclipticplane, in the oppositedirection of Earth motion.
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strong constraints on the shapesand shifts of the lines, allowing to measurethe bulk velocitiesand to detect the departures from an homogeneousflow, when the hne of sight
moves from upwind to downwind. These departures, bearing the signatureof the heliosphericinteraction, could help
describe the interface, whatever is its actual distance from
the sun.

3. RADIAL
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Fig. 3. This figure is adaptedfrom Lalleraent et al. [1992]. The
Lyman c• line profile varies in a different way from upwind to
downwind direction, wether there is a a perturbation or not at the
hellospheric interface. Parameters have been adjusted to provide
the same upwind profile.

the heliosphericinterface. Therefore, by observingH Lyman
c• profiles, and their variations with direction of sight, one
can learn something about the heliosphericinterface.

DEPENDENCE

OF ANTISOLAR

INTENSITIES

The outer-heliosphericspacecraftVoyager1 and 2 and Pioneer 10 and 11 provide us with new means to study the Lyman a emissivity field in the hellosphereand then to get better constraints on the neutral hydrogen distribution in the
heliosphere. Measurements of Lyman a intensities within

the inner heliosphere(e.g., Prognoz5/6, Pioneer-Venus...)
are more influenced by the solar environment and its ti•nedependent or latitudinal variabilities, whereassuch effects
are smoothed in the outer hellosphere.
Some studies from within the inner heliospherehave provided a better understanding of the flow of interstellar hy-

drogen[Lallementet al., 1985;Chassefi•re
et al., 1986].For

instance, the interstellar hydrogennumber density has been
constrained between 0.05 and 0.2 cm-3. There are several
reasonsfor this rather large uncertainty. The illuminating
œ.3. Past and Future Observations
Lyman a solar flux at line center varies; the same meaœ.3.1. Spectroscopy.Spectra of the Lyman c• emission sured intensity may correspondto different couplesdensity
lines have already been observeddirectly by Adams and and ionization rate. Calibration factors evaluation may also
Frisch[1976]with Copernicus(OAO-3), at a resolutionof prove to be a difficult task and causediscrepanciesbetween
about 15 km/s, resultingin a bulk velocity determination the resultsof different experiments. One way to rule out this
of 22 4- 3 km/s, andlater by Clarkeet al. [1984]with IUE kind of problem is to study radial dependenceof intensities

at a resolutionof 40 km/s, giving Vo• = 25.5 4- 5 km/s.
The line width being of the order of 15 km/s (full width
at half maximum), it is clear that the error bars are due

normalized

to the unfortunately too poor resolving power of the two
instruments. The commoninterval 20.5-25 km/s for these
two measurementsis marginally compatiblewith the hydrogen cell results19-21 km/s on the upwindside. There were
strong hopesassociatedwith the Hubble SpaceTelescope
Goddardhigh resolutionspectrograph(GHRS), which has
a resolvingpowerof 3 km/s in the EchelleMode, and a proposal has been acceptedon this subject. The excellenceof

in the outer heliospheremay consistentlydiffer from what
is expected by a classicalhot model, as developpedfor in-

the instrument and the feasiblity of such an accurate mea-

to a chosen value.

On the otherhand,asshownby variousauthors[Baranov
et al., 1991; Fahr, 1990], the hydrogendensitydistribution

stanceby Thomas[1978]or Lallementet al. [1985]described
by a uniform density at large distancefrom the Sun and a
ionization cavity carved into it near the sun. Indeed, in the
case of an interface between interstellar and solar plasmas,
and since neutrals and protons are coupled through charge
exchangeprocesses,the hydrogendistribution in the outer
heliospheremay differ greatly from the smooth distribution

obtainedin the absenceof interface. Baranovet al. [1992]
by-productof early Mars observations
(J.L. Bertaux, pri- give some possible H distributions according to computavate communication,1992). After 20 min of integration, tions made with a Monte Carlo type model coupled with

surementis largely proven by an observationobtained as a

the interplanetary line is very well seen, showing that exposuresof only 1 or two hours would have given very good
results. Unfortunately, the low-wavelengthpart of GHRS is
no longeroperatingat this high resolution,delayingfurther
measurementsby an unknown number of years.
œ.3.œ. Hydrogen cell. The use of a hydrogencell acting
as a kind of negativespectrometer,limited to the spectral

rangeimpliedby the spacecraft(or Earth's) motionwith respect to the gas,but with infinite resolution,has beenproven
to bring very strongconstraintson the line profiles.Indeed,
the Prognoz H cell results are still a matter for analysis,as
has already been discussedabove.
The future H cell experiment SWAN which should fly on

a plasma calculation. The main expected feature appears
is the upwind direction. It consistsof an important depletion of neutral hydrogenalong the stagnationline, near the
position of the heliopauseand the stagnation point of the
plasma distribution. The exact position of this feature is not
well constrainedyet, neither is its exact shape. In fact, this
sharp depletion feature may also be coupledwith a slow radial gradientof densitybetweenthe Sun and the solar wind
shock.

the solarand heliospheric
observatory(SOHO) in 1995for

Then, radial variations of backscatteredLyman c•intensities provide us with a means to study this kind of problem.
Since some of the spacecraft are now as far as 50 astronomical units from the sun, it is shown below that this problem
must not be studied by using the optically thin approxima-

2 years, has extended capabilities with respect to Prognoz,

tion and in what follows we have included

providinga full sky coverageat any time (insteadof a fixed

as established
by Qudmeraisand Bertaux[1992].

radiative

transfer
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direction
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upwindanddownwind
directions.
Thedownwind
partof
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the cavity will be more or less depleted accordingto the
value of the solar parameters. A greater lifetime of one H
atom at 1 astronomicalunit againstionization(Ta large),

0

o
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tend to fill this cavity. Such distributions derived from the

-20

classical hot model are relevant in the near-sun environment

-24

(say within 20 astronomical
unitsfrom the sun) whereef-

-28
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units downwind).Moreoversincethe densityis an increasing function for increasingvaluesof the distancefrom the
sun, at least for no-interface models, then the antisolar in-

tensitymustfall off moreslowlythan 1/r whichis typicalof
constant density. As we will seelater this result is not true
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s and tt = 0.7. The density is normalized to its value at large
distalme from the sun. The direction of the incolning wind is
shown by an arrow. The cavity is partly filled when Td increases

(lessionization by solar fluxes). This effectis •nore effectivein
the downwind

direction.
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the H densityat • andto the solarLymana flux. Then
eot(• is proportional
to n(•')/r2, fromwhichweseethat,if

nomical units in the upwind direction and 50 astronomical

i •

graph:Ta = 1.8 x 10½s andtt = 0.7; lowergraph:Td = 1.2 x 10½

•

On/Or • O,I(• •nustbe proportionalto 1/r.
It is obviousfrom Figure4 that the conditionOn/Or • 0
will be fulfilled only far awayfrom the Sun (say 15 astro-

J '

Fig. 4. Isodensity contours as expected from a classical hot
model computed for two different sets of solar parameters. Upper
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givenby BrandtandChamberlain
[19591
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3.1.1. Opticallythin approximation. Let I(r-') be the an-
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aswellasa stronger
focusing
effect(It smallerthan 1) will

feets of an interface can be neglected. These distributions
are norInalized to the density "at infinity" noo which is one
of the parameters of the model. It must be noted that if
this parameter representsthe density number in LIC for a
no-interface model, in the caseof an interface •nodel it represents the number density after filtration by the interface.
Then, if the global effect of the interface is to divide the
nmnber density by a factor q along the stagnation line, the
nmnber density in LIC is given by ntic = q
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when multiple scatteringis taken into account.
We must now take into account the fact that

for a re-

alistic density distribution the density gradient is not zero
and dependson the interval on which it is cmnputed. In

Fig. 5. Isodensity contours as expected frOIll a classical hot
model computed for two different sets of solar parameters. The
density is normalized to its value at large distance froin the

stm. Uppergraph: Td = 1.2 x 10• s and /• = 1; lowergraph:

what followsthe radial dependence
of the intensityI(0 is

Td = 1.2 x 106 s and/• = 0.7. When/• increases,focalisationof

characterizedby a coefficient7 computed as the slope of a

neutral atoms is less effective and the cavity is larger.

linear functionlog(I) = 7 log(r)+ k. But as mentioned
before, the interval on which this approximationI • k r •
is made will changethe result. To avoid effectsof the nearsolar environment, we have chosendistances greater than
15 astronomical units. Yet, in the downwind direction at 15
astronomical units from the Sun the effects of the cavity are

still rather important (Figure4).

[15,100])and threedensitymodelsin the upwindand downwind directions. All models were computed for the same pa-

rametersof the interstellarwind (20 km/s and 8000K). The
correspondingsolar parametersare shownin Table 1. We
see from this Table that as the interval gets away from the

As an example, Table 1 displays the radial-dependence Sun the coefficient tends toward the limit of-1, which means
that the density profile becomesflat as expected. This is

coefficientfor three differentintervals([15,501,[50,1001and
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TABLE 1. Radial Dependence Coefficient Computed for Three
Different Models in an Optically Thin Approximation

=
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&,

&

wherea(t•) expresses
the spectraldependence
of the absorp15-50

50-100

15-100

tion and scattering profilesand e-'v is the extinction along

the line of sight. The emissivityfield s(• takes multiple
1
0.7
I
0.7
0.7

1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.8

106
106
lO 6
lO 6
lO 6

s
s
s
s
s

0ø
0ø
180 ø
180 ø
180 ø

-0.88
-0.88
-0.56
-0.60
-0.72

-0.95
-0.96
-0.77
-0.79
-0.86

-0.90
-0.90
-0.66
-0.67
-0.78

Outside 15 astronomical units, -• does not depend on the model
in the upwind direction, whereas it is model-dependent in the
downwind direction, according to the size of the downwind cavity.

quite true for the upwind direction which consequentlyshow
very little model dependencewhereasthe cavity effect is still
rather important in the downwind direction even when the
lifetime against ionization of a H atom at 1 astronomical

unitis takenratherlarge(1.8x 106s) whichtendsto fill the

scattering into account.

For Dopplerprofilesat the temperatureof the gas(T• =
$000 K), this expressionbecomes

1

s(•)T(r(•,•) dr'

(3)

where
r(•, r']istheoptical
thickness
at linecenter
between
• and•' andT(r) is theHolstein
function
givenby

In this casethe intensity gradient will depend on the be-

haviourof the extinctionfunctionrepresentedby T(r) and
of the emissivityfunctione(r). Of course,closeto the Sun

the behaviour is similar to that of the optically thin approximation, yet for larger valuesof r the gradient becomesconsistently different from what is expected from optically thin
in the downwinddirectionis equalto-1.07 [Gangopadhyay computations. In fact, extinction tends to become promiand Judge,1992],the useof the opticallythin approxima- nent over the multiple scattering effect which results in the
fact that for valuesof n• between 0.05 and 0.2 cm-3 the
tion leads us to the conclusion that the classical hot model
is inadequate to describe the downwind neutral distribu- gradient is always steeper than what is expectedfrom optition beyond 15 astronomical units. Such a value suggests cally thin calculations: the denser the medium, the steeper
that the density in the downwind direction is fairly con- the radial gradient of antisolar intensity.
The results of different computations have been summastant (evendecreases
a little with increasingdistancefrom
rized
in Table 2. First, we seethat the radial gradient can be
the Sun) which cannotbe obtainedfrom hot modelswith
steeper
than -1 which is coherent with the fact that the optireahstic parameter values.
3.1.œ. Multiple scattering modelø For a temperature of cally thin approximation overestimatesthe emissivity of far
8000 K and far from the Sun, the H optical thicknessper as- away points by neglectingextinction. We find also that for
no-interface •nodels the upwind gradient is always steeper
tronomical unit is of the order of the density "at infinity" n•
expressed
in cm-3: r(1 AU)• n•(in cm-3),weseethat than the downwind gradient over the same intervals, simply
the present positions of the outer heliosphericspacecraftdo because of the existence of the downwind cavity.
downwind cavity.
It must be pointed out that if the radial dependenceof intensity beyond 15 astronomical units observedby Pioneer 10

not justify the useof an opticallythin approximation(O.T.).
A more complete modeling of radiative transfer for a resonance line must take two more effects into account. First,

a photon can be scattered •nany times and then contribute
more than once to the emissivity field. Then, that there is
extinction along the path of the photon which depends on
its wavelength. The first effect tends to increase the real
intensity respective to the O.T. approximation, whereas the
second tends to decrease it; but these two effects do not
compensate each other exactly.
In what follows, we have used a model developed by Qud-

metalsand Bertau•c[1992],whichcombinesa Monte Carlo

Gangopadhyay
and Judge[1992]have recentlyreported

that

the

Pioneer

10 data

between

15 and 50 astronomical

units, exploring the downwind cavity, can be represented
with'a slope 7 = -1.07. They have claimed that this value,
which is inco•npatible with any value obtained within the
TABLE 2. Radial Dependence Coefficient Computed for
Different

•

td

Models

n•

With

•

Radiative

•

Transfer

•

Calculations

•

15-50

50-100

15-100

type code with a numerical code based on considerations
similar to the work on the geocoronadeveloppedby Thomas

1
0.7
I

1.2
1.2
1.2

0.1
0.1
O.1

0ø
0ø
180 ø

-1.01
-1.03
-0.68

-1.36
-1.38
-1.20

-1.10
-1.11
-0.90

[1963]or Andersonand Hord [1977]. The main simplifica-

0.7

1.2

O.1

180 ø

-0.71

-1.21

-0.91

0.7

1.8

0.05

180 ø

-0.76

-1.13

-0.90

0.7

1.8

0.1

180 ø

-0.85

-1.28

0.7
0.7

1.8
1.8

0.15
0.2

180 ø
180 ø

-0.96
-1.03

-1.36
-1.40

-1.01
-1.12
-1.18

tions used in this work are complete frequency redistribution

(CFR) which,accordingto Thomas[1963]tendsto slightly
overestimate the emissivity field, along with an isotropic
emissivity function. The phase function expressiongiven by

Brandt and Chamberlain[1959]showsthat the maximum
discrepancyis of about 15 %, yet sincehere we are only interested in gradients and not in absolute values the overall
effect must be less important.

According to these assumptions,the antisolar intensity
can now be expressed as

All the models were computed for interstellar parameters 8000

K and 20 km/s. The solar parametersare indicated in the Table,
where td is the lifetime at I astronomical unit divided by one
million seconds. 0 is the angle of the direction with upwind. The
intervals used to compute -• are indicated. 0 = 0 ø correspondsto
the upwind direction and 180ø to the downwind direction.
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frame of the O.T. approximation and a standard hot model

2.0

(Table 1), was an evidencethat the real downwindH den-

1.8

si.ty distribution was different from the standard model and
called for a perturbation caused at the hehosphericboundary. It is interesting to note that it is however possible to
obtain a coefficient7 equal to the value given by the Pioneer 10 data with the standard model though, in the frame-

Td=1.210
es;It: 0.99
....•....
..•

_.e 1.6

•.1.4

1.2

work of radiative transfermodel (last hne of Table 2), a

ratherlargenumber
densitynoois required
(0.15-0.2cm-3)

e0.8

as well as a large vMue for the hfetime at 1 astronomicM

•E0.6

unit (• 2 x 106s) in orderto decrease
thesizeof thedown-

z0,4

wind cavity. Taken alone, the downwind intensity gradient
is probably not a very good indicator of the effect of the
interface on the H density distribution.

0.2

Downwind
20

Distance

3.œ. Density Distribution Model With Wall Type Interj'ace

In the previous paragraph we have shown that, beyond
15 astronomical units in the upwind direction, the radial
dependencecoefficient7 was not very dependenton the solar
parameters. Radiative transfer modelsgive a value closeto

-1 (seeTable 2) on the interval 15-50astronomicalunits.
It is then interesting to compare such results with the
Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 Lyman c• data. These data yield

a valueof-0.7 for Voyager1 and-0.78 for Voyager2 [Hall
et al., 1993;Gangopadhyay
and Judge,1992].This seemsto
be in contradiction

with

a hot model with

no interface

distribution

0.0

40

60

80

100

from the sun in AU

Fig. 6. Radial density distribution plotted for three different values of 0, the angle with the upwind direction, in the case of a H

wMl. For 0 greaterthan 40 degor r smallerthen Rs (hereRs=54
astronomicalunits) we have a classicalhot model with tz = 0.99,

Td = 1.2 x 106s andnoo=l (normalization),
for 0 lessthan 40ø
and r greater than Rs we take noo=2.

TABLE 3. Upwind Radial Dependence Coefficient With Shocks

and

thesegradient valuesmay be the signatureof somejump of
density lying ahead of the Voyagerspacecraftwhich cruise
outwards near the upwind direction.
Since the imprint of a shock on the H neutrals is not well
constrained yet, we have simply assumed that, at a given
position in the upwind direction, the screeningeffect due
to the interface could be represented by a jump in density.

Then, choosingone of the modelsof Figure 4 (/• = 0.99),

the numberdensityfactornoowastakenequalto 0.2 cm-3
for points with vMues of r > R• and with an angle with

ns in AU

-y(15- 50)

-y(15- 50)

Optically Thin

Radiative Transfer

no shock

-0.88

-1.01

107

-0.67

-0.99

80

-0.62

-0.89

54

-0.56

-0.78

Upwind radial dependencecoefficient computed for four different density models, three of them with a shock at position Rs
in the upwind direction. Optically thin and radiative transfer
results are compared.

the upwinddirectionlessthan 40ø and equalto 0.1 cm-a
for all other points. The density distribution is shown in
Figure 6. At the position of the shock,the density is multiplied by 2 which is coherent with the results of Baranov et

al. [1991]. We tried three differentvaluesfor R•, 54 astronomical units, 80 astronomical units and 107 astronomical
units, to estimate find which position better agreed with the
Voyager data.
In Table 3, we display the results of our computations for
these density distributions. If the shockis at 54 astronomical
units, the slope 7--0.78 is quite different froln the no-shock
caseat 7---1.01. The value of nooinside the shockis equal to

0.1 cln-a, whichmeansthat an opticalthickness
of 1 roughly
corresponds to 10 astronomical units. Therefore, from a
vantage point at 50 astronomicalunits, only 4 astronomical

larger distancesin the interval [15 AU, 50 AU]. We must
realize also that, due to the important increase of the primary emissivity in the shock region as comparedto the nointerface case, points closerto the Sun than the shock have
an increased secondary emissivity, due to photons backscattered from the shock region. Then the secondaryemissivity
of the preshockregion is increasedas comparedto the expected secondaryemissivityin absenceof the shock even if
locally the density distributions are the salne. This higher
secondary emissivity becomesa telltale sign of the shock,
which may be itself too remote to be seen. We think this
effect explains the fact that the gradient between 15 and 50
astronomicalunits is Inodified by a shocklying 30 astronomical units beyond (that is roughly at an optical thicknessof

units (or r • 0.4) awayfrom the H wall, it is not surprising 3).
that the intensity is very much influencedby the presenceof
this wall. However, even if the H wall is at 80 astronomical
units, 7=-0.89 is significantlydifferentfrom -1.01, in spite of
the optical thicknessof 3 which separatesthe last observing
position at 50 astronomical units and the H wall.
On the other hand, for radiative transfer computations,

the no-shockmodel (whichis equivalentto R• = oo) and
the model with R• = 107 astronomical units show the same

gradient between 15 and 50 astronomical units. These two
density distributions cannot be distinguished.The shock at
80 astronomical units modifies the gradient mainly for the

In Figure 7 we showthe upwind antisolarintensitiesnormahzed to the value at 15 astronomical units and computed
for the four density distributions of Table 3. The effect of the
existence and the position of the shock is quite clear, showing that in presenceof a shock the intensity falls down less
quickly than what is expected from a classicalhot model.
It can be noted that the radial gradient given for Voy-

ager2 (7=-0.78) is obtainedfor a shockat 54 astronomical
units (i.e. the densityis multiphedby 2 at 54 astronomical
units). As •nentionedabove,this result is shghtlysensitive
to the interval of study, though this effect is more important
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MAPS
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IN THE OUTER

HELIOSPHERE

,'- 1.00

In order to derive correctly the 7 value from a given data
set of radial intensities, one must take into account with a

ß 0.90

high degreeof accuracythe possibleinstrumental calibration
drift over long periodsof time and the temporal variation of
the illuminating solar Lyman a flux at the centerof the line.
One way to avoid such problems is to study from one point
in the heliospherea full sky Lyman a intensity pattern. Of
course, such analysis will depend on the exact position of
the spacecraft. Some results of this kind of analysison the

ß 0.80
•

0.70

.--. 0.60
E

• 0.50
=

0.40

.m

•

0.30

•

0.20

Voyagerdatahavebeenpresented
by Lallementet al. [1989].

.--

20

30

40

Here we will study the effect of the wall-type density distribution of Figure 6 on the intensitymapsmeasuredfor two
positions(30 astronmnicalunits and 45 astronomicalunits
in the upwinddirection).

50

solar distance in AU

Fig. 7. Antisolar intensities in the upwind direction computed
for the four density distributions of Table 3. The curves are norrealized to the value at 15 AU. We see clearly the effect of the
position of the shock on the gradient, namely that a close shock
causes the intensity to fall off lesg quickly than a farther one. '•
values were computed for solar distaatcesbetween 15 and 50 AU.

downwind. For instance, for the shock at 54 A U, we have

7(15-40)=-0.76and 7(15-30)=-0.70.Besides,this resultdepends also on the fact that we have chosento multiply the
density by a jump factor of 2. For instance, a jump factor of
1.5 at 54 astronomical units, with multiple scattering, gives
7 = -0.82. Then, we can expect that a larger jump but
more remote than 54 astronomical units will yield the same
value as a shock at 54 astronomical units with a 'jump' factor of 2. As we can see, a more constrained interface effect is
necessaryto get a preciseestimate of the possibleinterface.
3.3. Density Distribution Model With a Slow Positive
Gradient oj• Density
Another example of this uncertainty is whether or not the
density jump is superposedwith a radial gradient of density
in the outer heliosphere. Such a gradient is expected to be
positive, and in fact the depletion in interstellar neutral H
entering the hehospheremight be well representedby this
gradient alone, without the addition of a jump of density.
To study this possibihty,we assumedthat in the upwind

In Figure 8 we showthe computed intensity map at 30 astronomical units from the Sun, upwind. This computation
includesradiative transfer. At variance with maps obtained
from the inner heliosphere,the wide maximum region is near
the sun, toward the downwind direction, because the max-

imum emissivityregion(MER) is locatedbetweenthe Sun
and the spacecraft, at a solar distance of the order of I astronomical unit. The upwind region shows a relatively fiat
minimum of intensity, where we see no conspicuousincrease

dueto the existenceof the truncatedcone(with an half angle
of 400) with doubledensity.Its shapeis blurredby multiple
scattering and extinction effects. Even computedfor a point

at a solardistanceof 45 astronomicalunits (Figure 9), the
cone feature does not appear clearly.
On the other hand, the presence of the shock modifies

strongly the upwind to downwind ratio. Here downwind
lines of sight cross the MER, then for a given position of
observation Idw will not be sensitive to the existence of a

shockin the upwind region. We can then evaluate the solar
parameters by studying the downwind hemispherewhich is
•nainly unaffected and then try and see if there is any discrepancy between the upwind intensity pattern and the upwind pattern predicted with a no interface model fitting the
downwind

side.

In Figure 10 we show the intensities computed at 30 astronomical

units

from

the Sun in the case of a shock

at

54 astronomical units from the Sun divided by the intensities computed in the same conditions but in absenceof a
shock. Because of radiative transfer, the increase of intensity is spread over the sky but in this particular case, its

directionthe densitynumbern(/') between15 and 100astronomicalunitswasproportional
to v/7. This assumption
was
superposed
to a hot modelwith/• = 0.99andTd = 1.2 106 maximum valueis of 17 % in the upwinddirection(Optis outside a cone with a half angle of 400 around the upwind axis. The gradient found between 15 and 50 astronomical units in optically thin approximation was equal to
-0.67

and not -0.5 because outside

100 astronomical

units

the density profile was fiat. Using radiative transfer, we
found 7 - -0.94, which is in between the values of Table
3 for a shock at 80 astronomical

units

and a shock at 107

astronomicalunits. Then, the gradient alone does not enable us to discriminate between a density distribution with
a slow positive gradient in the outer heliophere or a shock
somewhere near 90 astronomical units. However, the discrepancy between these two density distributions appears
when comparisons of intensities measured for different direction of sight at the same point in the heliosphere are
considered, as shown in the next section.

cally thin computationsgive a maximum of 60 % in this

case). This computationwas done also at 45 astronomical units from the Sun, showing a similar pattern though
in this case the shock becomesmuch more apparent. The
maximum increaseof intensity due to the shockis of 33 %
in this case.

So as we have seenhere, we have another interesting way
to try and determine the presenceof an imprint of the heliopause on the neutral hydrogen distributions. Since these
maps are made from one point in a short time span, we avoid
most of the difficulties

of calibration

or ti•ne variation

of the

illuminating Lyman a flux. Better constraintson the shape
and location of the shock can be obtained by using several
of these maps obtained at different points of the spacecraft
on its trajectory.
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Fig. 8. Isophotemap coinputedat a solardistanceof 30 astronomical
unitsdoseto the upwinddirection{• 250ø and A - 0.66ø, dose to an actual past position of one of the Voyagerspacecraft). The maximum emissivity
coines fron• the •[ER near the sun. The H wall at a solar distance of $4 astronon•ca] units in the upwind direction

(/•=254 ø and ,•-- 6ø) is not clearlyapparent.Units are in Rayleigh.
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Fig. 9. Sameas previousfigure.This plot was•nadefrom a positionof 45 astronomical
units (samedirection).
Units are in Rayleigh. AH intensity valuesoutside the lintits of 65 and 150 R are not representedhere.
5. CONCLUSIONS

In the early 1970s, the discoveryof the H neutral population inside the solar system from Lyman a mapping and its
close connection to the interstellar wind yielded no clue of
anythingspecialhappeningnear the heliopause,but at least
the observedincomingdirection told us in which direction
to search for the nearest point of the heliopause: upwind.
The H velocity distribution in the inner solar system,

which bears the imprint of the heliopausecrossing,can be
analyzed with high-resolutionmeasurementsof the Lyman
a line profile.
The anMysisof the interplanetary Lyman a line profiles
is a sourceof information on the heliosphericboundary in
two different ways. The first direct way is the measurement
of the H velocity vector Va by the Doppler shift of the lines.
Since the initial interstellar velocity is now rather well es-
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Isocontours of the ratio of the intensities co•nputed from 30 astronomical units with a radiative transfer

model for two different density models. The first model is the H wall model of Figure 7 (Rs=54 AU, n•=0.1

cm-3). The secondoneis the classical
hot model(i.e., no interface)with the sameparametervaluesas those
of the wall model outside the cone of double density. The upwind ratio, in the direction of the H wall, shows a

maximran excessof 17 %, whereaslines of sight in the oppositedirectionshowalmost no excessat all. It must be
noted that in this particular case the distance between the wall and the observer is of 24 astronomical units and
that the density is doubled at the position of the wall.

tablishedto be Y•,c = 26 km/s [LallementandBertin, 1992; We have examined two possibilitiesof diagnostic, both of

whichrequiringthe useof radiativetransfermodeling.The
Bertinetal.,thisissue],
it gives
animmediate
measurement
oftheH bulkdeceleration
V•,,c- •. duetocharge
exchangeradial intensity gradient method requires a high stabihty in
coupling with protons at the interface. It is then crucial,
from this point of view, to confirm earlier hydrogen bulk

the instrumental calibration over long periods of time, and
a high degreeof confidencein the knowledgeof illuminating
flow measurements
at 20 km/s on the upwindside[Bertaux Lyman a solar line center. Taken at face value, the intensity
et al., 1985], which imply a rather strongdecelerationof 6 gradient 7 = - 0.78, reported recently by Gan9opadhyayand
km/s.
Judge[1992]between15 and40 astronomical
units,couldbe
On the other hand, the Lyman a profilesanalysisprobes explained by a doubling of the density at 54 astronomical
the heliosphericboundary by itself, just from the directional units: in which case Voyager would be at the present time
pattern of the observed H velocity field. This is true whatvery near the inner solar wind shock.
ever is the distanceto the heliopauseand heliosphericshock,
New recording of maps with UVS Voyager, or more simthanks to the so-calledumbrella effect. It certainly deserves ply the distribution of intensity from upwind to downwind
accurate measurementsof the profiles in all directions.
(whichdoesnot requirea roll maneuver,but only scanplat-

Hopefully,the analysisof the future SOHO/SWAN H cell

form activities)couldsupportsucha finding,withtout hav-

results, and maybe of Hubble GHRS spectra, if the low- ing to rely on the ratio of measurementstaken over a span
wavelengthside 1 part is repaired, will bring the necessary of nearly 10 years.
observations. From the theoretical point of view, this requires to improve the modeling of the H flow, in particular
Acknowledgmenls. The Editor thanks two referees for their
by including full radiative transfer line profilescalculations. assistance in evaluating this paper.
Maybe the comparisonbetween the data and refined plasma
interface

models

should

then allow to favor one of them.

On the other hand, if there is a density decreaselinked to
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